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I. Introduction

The Problem.

The schedule of the modern secondary school is becoming more

and more complex as subjects, time patterns and provisions for

class and staff organization become increasingly varied. In med-

ium sized and large secondary schools it is virtually impossible

to cope with the many alternative time patterns required by modern

instructional techniques, while at the same time attempting to of-

fer the variety of subjects demanded to prepare adequately our

youth. For approximately ten years school administrators in some

secondary schools have utilized a variety of sectioning techniques

involving tfte use of computers. The computer-based Class Loading

and Student Scheduling (CLASS) program has facilitated the assign-

ment of pupils to classes. However, the advent of the recently

developed General Academic Simulation Program (GASP) will go a

step beyond the CLASS technique and actually create a master

schedule for a secondary school that will permit the utilization

of more recent organizational innovations as well as the schedul-

ing of additional courses.

The experience in scheduling a limited number of schools using

the GASP program indicates that the cost of schedulivg by this

method may vary from three to ten dollars per pupil. This is many

times greater than the cost of scheduling by CLASS. No attempt had

been made to analyze a single school's application when utilizing

both CLASS and GASP in order to have a comparison of not only the

cost involved, but other facets such as types of personnel and time

involved, utilization of personnel, preparation of soft ware, and

the relative efficiency of developing the actual schedule via

machine. Due to the dearth of comparative material, school admin-

istrators are hesitant to make use of the more costly GASP approach.

If we hope to facilitate the utilization of innovations which re-

quire flexible scheduling, such information must be made available

to school administrators.

Related Literature.

During the past decade, educators have created many curricu-

lum and organizational innovations in an attempt to improve the

educational offerings afforded students. Attempts to program block

Murphy, Judith and Sutter, Robert, School Scheduling by Com-

puter, The Story of GASP. New York: Educational Facilities Labor-

atories, Inc., 1964, p. 6.



or core courses, the use of team teaching techniques, coupled with

the tremendous increases in school enrollment have made the sched-

uling task an extremely difficult one. According to Murphy and

Sutter, in The. Story, of GASP,

If schedule construction is a formidable task in

the conventional school that changes little from

year to year, it looms like a monster to the prin-

cipal of a school embarked on educational innova-

tion. Consider the potential scheduling difficul-

ties inherent in team teaching, for instance. Or

in nongraded plans where individual students pro-

gress at their own rate through the school. Or in

the redistribution of standard classes into large,

medium, and small groups. Or in provision for in-

dependent study and honors work, or wide-ranging

electives. Or in the strict application of ability

grouping, subject by subject. Or in such innova-

tions in the school day as modular scheduling, or

flexible periods.2

Williams points out that scheduling to meet tomorrow's needs

"calls for variation in the time allotted to classes, coordination

of effort by teaching teams, the provision of more time for each

student by the teacher, the combination of certain subject areas

in a core or a block of time, and the placement of the appropriate

students into track plans that are suitable to the gifted, college

preparatory, vocational or slow-learning."3 James Whitlock would

add that "the nature of the schedule with which a school begins the

school year affects the attitude of staff members and thus, may

have :impact upon the organization's operation for the year. "4

Turning to the computer for aid in the solution of scheduling

problems offers hope to the administrator who wants to keep pace

with change and innovation. G. Ernest Anderson points to the com-

puter as an excellent planning aid, since it has the unmatched

ability to simulate the plans of man, thereby measuring the degree

ITIT15hy, Judith, and Sutter, Robert, 22. cit., p. 6.

3Williams, Stanley W., Educational Administration in Secon-

dary Schools. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964, p. 22.

4Whitlock, James W., Automatic Data Processing in Education.

New York: MacMillan Company, 1964, p. 48.
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of success of the proposed changes in a scheduling program.5 Such

ability allows the school administrator to plan a master schedule

and apply it to the pre-determined student demand pattern. It is

also recognized that automated school scheduling will be aa asset

only to the extent that it can do a better job than manual methods,

and most of the present automated programs do offer considerable

improvements. Large schools have had fewer complaints about un-

balanced classes, or an abnormal number of problem students in a

given class when scheduling with computer-based programs. This

results from the computer's ability to take care of the mechanical

details, allowing the administrator to give his full professional

attention to individual problems.° Manual methods make it difficult

to adjust master course requests or to experiment with the newer

types of school schedules. With automated scheduling techniques,

the administrator realizes greater accuracy in his output, fewer

scheduling conflicts, a reduction in counselor clerical, and ad-

ministrative paperwork, and a better end-product with reference to

class size and equality of teacher load.?

As more schools turn to automated scheduling techniques, they

find the computer to be more than a versatile clerk since it func-

tions most importantly as a planning tool in the vital process of

scheduling. It is essential, however, that the user of any com-

puter-based program be aware of the machine's limitation--that it

can do nothing that a man cannot do.8 It simply does it faster

with less possibility of error. Edgar Smith points out that no

mat2'ematical formula, or algorithm presently exists that provides

ail optimum solution to master schedule construction. In the ab-

sence of such a formula, some programs written for computers begin

with a "probabilistic" approach which represents a reasonable spread

of the load of classes throughout the day.9 The computer then tests

5Anderson, G. Ernest, "School Scheduling by Computer" in

Harwith, Edith and Gille, Frank, Automated Education Handbook,

Detroit: Automated Education Center, 1965, pp. va 39-52.

6Ibid.

7Gould, Mary Frances, "Data Collection: A Challenge in Student

Scheduling," Journal of Educational Data Processing, Vol. 1, No. 2

(May, 1964), p. 42.

8Smith, Edgar T., "The Computer in Student Scheduling (IBM

"CLASS")," Journal of Educational Data Processing, Vol. 1, No. 2

(ilay, 1964), pp. 53-60.

9Anderson, loc. cit.



this plan against the student demand pattern embodied in the stu-

dent requests. Such "hueristic" approaches will continue until

mathematical advances such as linear programming and simulation

are more fully developed.1°

The computer-developed schedule will be useful to the extent

that it allows students and teachers to work more effectively than

they could without it. It must therefore embrace the school's

philosophy as it pertains to curricular offerings, school-time

patterns, large group-small group instruction, heterogeneous vs.

homogeneous groupings or any other curriculum desire. Another

possible problem area involves the actual construction of the

master schedule, and the assignment of the students to this sched-

ule. In the process, classes must be balanced according to pre-

determined limits, student groupings considered, and final student

schedules produced. It is here that data processing techniques

are extremely effective and efficient. The decision-making abil-

ity of the computer, coupled with its speed makes it ideal for

solving a host of problems. Gould cautions that the scheduler

will need absolute autonomy in making decisions with respect to

student course selection, and the placement and assignment of

teachers to sections and working areas.11 Such authority is a

prerequisite for the scheduler who favors experimentation and

thus needs the freedom to try out new alternatives.

Presently, most programs are supplied through service bureaus

using the manufacturers equipment. Some of these include such

well known programs as the IBM pioneered CLASS technique, the

General Electric Company's scheduling package for their 200 series

computer, SOCRATES (Scheduling of Classes Realized Through Effort-

less Systemization), the Stanford Flexible Scheduling Program and

GASP.

The CLASS program has been in use for over seven years and is

one of the original automated techniques for assigning students to

classes. Other "sectioning", or class assignment programs have

been developed since CLASS differing primarily in the extent of

information they provide and in their utilization of the smaller

size computers. The SOCRATES program developed for the Richmond,

California School System was written specifically for the IBM 1401

System.
i2 It initially schedules students into courses that can

0Faulkner, Martin, "Computer Sectioning and Class Scheduling,"

Datamation (June, 1965), pp. 35-37.

11Gould, loc. cit.

12wilkes, Charles F., "SOCRATES: A System for Student Sched-

uling," Journal of Educational Data Processing, Vol. 1, No. 2

(May, 1964), pp. 46-52.
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be taken at only one time during the day. By beginning with cne

choice courses and passing over those offering two choices during

the day, it establishes a priority in student requests. SOCRIOES'

other features include, 1) a provision for an alternate course

offering if the preferred course is impossible to schedule, and

2) identification symbols to indicate anticipated student ability

in a preferred course which facilitates ability grouping in classes. 13

Many of the previously mentioned programs offer their own distinc.

tive services. The relatively new program of en IBM Student

Scheduling System/360 provides a tremendously eApanded output to

aid the administrator utilizing the smaller size computer.14

Whereas, the majority of automated programs assign pupils to

predetermined master schedules, a new emphasis is being placed on

techniques which complete the entire process of assigning times.

rooms, teachers, and students to classes as required by the school's

curriculum. Tha Flexible Scheduling Project at Stanford University

and the GASP program focus on the entire construction of the sched-

ule with a full awareness of the changes necessitated by the newer

educational patterns. At the present time these "hueristic" ap-

proaches at master schedule building are of great interest, since

they produce schedules which achieve optimum efficiency. Robert

Holz, a co-developer of the GASP technique, points out that it

simply divides the scheduling process into two segruents.15 Ini-

tially, a timetable is constructed in which times, classrooms and

teachers are assigned to each class. Then the students are assigned

to classes in the timetable. GASP attempts to simulate or mimic

the clerical aspects of the typical, idealized manual scheduling

procedure. Holz would add that it might be intellectually more

desirable to.develop algorithms based on sound mathematical models

which produce exact or optimal solutions to a particular problem

rather than simulate procedures that are far from ideal. However,

in the absence of such an ideal formula, the ;agmatic approach

was deemed the most feasible and appropriate. While simulation

programs like GASP are admittedly weak in many of the same ways as

manual procedures, they do have some important advantages. These

13Ibid.

Data Processing Center, Student Scheduling Handbook. Board

of Cooperative Educational Services, No.1, Erie County, New York,

1966, p. 2.

15Holz, Robert E., "Computer-Assisted Scheduling," Journal of

Educational Data Processing, Vol. 1, No. 2 (May, 1964), pp. 36-40.

16Holz, loc. cit.
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would include:
a) the accuracy and speed gained through the utilization of

the large computer;
b) the opportunities inherent in the program for testing a

variety of alternatives;
c) a greater amount of trial and error which offers the best

practical possibility, if not the assurance, of a better solution;

d) the computer's ability to take over most of the clerical

drudgery associated with the scheduling process;

e) the ability to test for the feasibility of proposed inno-

vations in policy and practfce.18

Because of the nature of the GASP program and the problem to

which it is addressed, the philosophy of the user must be differ-

ent from that usually associated with data processing applications.

Typical computer use calls for certain information to be converted

into checks, ledgers, information lists or some other output pre-

determined by the given program. GASP, however, requires a differ-

ent kind of interaction between the person or persons responsible

for building the schedule and the computer. The actual construc-

tion of the schedule calls for several runs with a certain amount

of analysis and evaluation between each run. In most computer ap-

plications, complete instructions covering the contingencies can

be stated, but in simulating a complex process such as scheduling,

the inclusion of instructions covering all the alternatives is

presently impossible.19 Thus a rather intimate man-computer rela-

tionship is visualized, where the man is the decision-maker and

the computer a fast-working and efficient aid. The scheduler is

in a position to ask many questions of a "what-would-happen-if"

nature with answers that provide more reliable information about

his total scheduling problem.

In 1963-64 a significant study was made of three schools that

operated with GASP schedules. Two of these schools were "Trump"

schools -- which are schools embodying the innovations of team

teaching, and flexible groupings of various sizes for instruction.

The third school was a traditional school. The following results

ensued:
1. a schedule of great complexity, can be built by

computer at less over-all costs than if it were

done by hand by an administrator.

6



2. the computer-built schedule has fewer conflicts

than does the hand-made schedule.

3. class lists, room utilization lists, teacher

schedules and student schedules are extremely

accurate.
4. the computer in generating the master sched-

ule, is able to construct blarge number of

preliminary schedules ...

The use of high speed computers with the sectioning programs

has done much to relieve the scheduling drudgery previously ex-

perienced by counselors and administrators. However, such pro-

grams are incapable of coping with the newer innovations in second-

ary schools because it fails to provide assistance in the creation

of the master schedules. The GASP program offers the promise of

overcoming this difficulty.

Objectives.

A. To conduct a detailed analysis of the costs involved in

scheduling two schools each utilizing two computer-based

scheduling techniques.

B. To conduct an analysis of the two scheduling techniques

utilized by the schools which will include items such as

cost, procedures, type of personnel required, personnel-

time involved, and relative effectiveness of the master

schedules created.

In addition, answers to the following questions were sought:

. What are the costs involved in scheduling by GASP and by

CLASS in each school?

. What personnel commitment (kinds and time) are required in

each school to schedule with the GASP and the CLASS pro-

grams?

. What special competencies are required of personnel to col-

lect and prepare data for use in the CLASS program and for

use in the GASP program?

. What alterations in the scheduling procedure must be imple-

mented when changing from the CLASS to the GASP program?

()Murphy and Sutter, cle. cit., p. 11.
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. What is the relative efficiency of the GASP-generated

master schedule when compared to the conventional hand-

developed master schedule?

The answers to the preceding questions would provide the basis

for guidelines to assist school administrators in making the de-

cision as to which scheduling procedure is better suited to their

individual systems.

II. Method

General Design.

The proposal was for the analysis of the data secured in the

scheduling of two high schools utilizing the CLASS and GASP tech-

niques during the spring and summer of 1965 known as the Project in

Automated School Scheduling (PASS). The project was established to

prGvide a structure within which it would be possible to experiment

with computer-based scheduling techniques. The basic purposes of

the total project were two-fold:

1. to develop a cooperative organization that would facilitate

the in-service education of school personnel contemplating

the use of the newer approaches related to automated school

scheduling, and
2. to secure data concerning the scheduling process from which

it would be possible to ascertain pertinent information

necessary for school officials to make decisions relative

to possible use of automated scheduling techniques in their

schools.

Another important aspect of the total project involved repre-

sentatives of four additional school districts. These participant-

observers sat in on all sessions directly involving the two schools

being scheduled in order to become familiar with the various tech-

niques used in the scheduling processes. Each representative had

extensive experience in the field of conventional school scheduling

and, thus, was able to serve as a local consultant during the eval-

uation phase of the project.

The analysis of the costs involved in scheduling the schools

via two computer-based scheduling techniques was achieved by making

a careful appraisal of the expenditures related to the use of each

technique. Logs were maintained for each school scheduled from

which expenditures related to all aspects of the scheduling process

could be identified. The data provided in the logs were classified

and then evaluated by members of the project staff, selected repre-

sentatives of the school districts involved in the project and the



project consultants from the firm of Hewes, Holz, and Willard,

Inc., Winchester, Massachusetts.

In addition to cost data, the logs were a source of data rela-

tive to the types of personnel necessary in scheduling via com-

puter-based techniques. Also, the amounts of time required of

various personnel to complete the many operations were available

for analysis.

The determination of any special competencies required of
school personnel in order for them to collect and prepare effec-

tively the data necessary for computer use involved all members of

the project team--consultants, participant-observers, and staff.
They assisted in the analysis of any special skills and/or items
of knowledge necessarily developed by personnel of the two schools

directly involved in the scheduling process. It was hoped that the

guidelines developed could be employed by officials of school dis-

tricts contemplating the use of computer-based scheduling techniques

in upgrading their scheduling processes.

Procedures.

The funded proposal was for the analysis of data secured dur-
ing the scheduling of two high schools utilizing the CLASS and GASP
techniques during the spring and summer of 1965. One school was a

suburban high school with an enrollment of approximately 1100 stu-
dents; the other school enrolled approximately 2200 students and is

located in an urban area. Personnel from four other school districts

participated in the project as what might be termed participant-

observers.

Separate records were maintained for each school district
describing the total process necessary to schedule the school under

the two programs. At the conclusion of the scheduling process, two
complete sets of histories illustrating the cost, personnel involve-
ment, data collection techniques, and material preparation were made

available. Analyses of these data was made by members of the proj-

ect staff; selected participating school personnel including parti-
cipant-observers; and consultants.

Population and Sample.

Two schools were scheduled--each utilizing both the CLASS and

GASP techniques. One, Kenmore West Senior High School of the Union
Free School District No. 1, Town of Tonawanda, New York, is an ur-

ban school enrolling approximately 2200 students. The school pro-

gram was conventional for this type of school with little emphasis

placed on such approaches as team teaching, large and small group
instruction or scheduling students for independent study time during



the school day. The Kenmore physical facilities were judged to be

adequate to house the pi:esent educational program.

The second school, Clarence Central High School in Clarence,

New York, is a suburban school with an enrollment of about 1100

students. The Clarence program incorporated team teaching methods

involving large and conventional-size class groupings which create

additional problems for those charged with the responsibility of

developing the master schedule. In addition, at the time of the

PASS project, the number of teaching spaces in certain areas was

less than required by the school enrollment.* Thus, further limit-

ations confronted personnel responsible for the school schedule.

The project staff used two criteria in selecting the sample

schools. First, it was believed desirable to have schools repre-

senting two different size categories and, second, it was believed

desirable to have schools that, because of the nature of their re-

spective programs, would offer different type challenges to the two

computer -based scheduling techniques.

Data and Instrumentation.

The data collected include cost items related to all aspects

of the scheduling process--salary of personnel involved, cost of

machine time, information concerning the skills and knowledge re-

quired to use computer-based techniques, procedures necessary to

permit schools to effectively utilize newer scheduling methods, and

other information related to the aforementioned items.

The data collection method was the log. A log was maintained

in each school for both scheduling processes in order to record in-

formation relative to the total scheduling process as it developed

with each of the two computer-based scheduling techniques.

Analysis.

The data collected in the record logs of each school scheduled

was categorized utilizing the topics suggested by the questions

listed under Objectives. All members of the research team joined

in the analysis of the categorized data. Data in the various cate-

gories were analyzed in terms of the specific questions to be ans-

wered. Although the analysis was of a subjective nature, the parti-

cipation of consultants, local school representatives, officials of

the schools scheduled, and members of the research staff was felt

to provide a sufficiently broad evaluation to make the results use-

ful.

*At the time of the 'project, the building served as a junior-

senior high school.
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Facilities.

Iii addition to the University and the Western New York School

Study Council services, the Bell Aerosystems Corporation partici-

pated extensively in the PASS project both in terms of providing

consultative personnel and use of computers and related equipment.

The cooperating school systems involved in the project com-

mitted time of personnel and financial support. Personnel repre-

senting the cooperating school districts agreed to continue their

efforts throughout the term of the project with which the proposal

was concerned.

The firm of Hewes, Holz, and Willard continued to serve as

major consultants to the project in order to lend their special

competencies. Robert Holz developed one of the computer-based

scheduling techniques (GASP) used in this project.

III. Results

The analysis of selected factors in automated school schedul-

ing indicated that:

A. 1. Cost comparisons between the GASP and CLASS techniques

were unrealistic in terms of their differing schedul-

ing potentials.

2. The cost of GASP scheduling was partially attributable

to the inexperience of participating school personnel

in its operational techniques.

B. 1. The CLASS technique required less technical training

in data processing fundamentals prior to its use.

2. GASP required special competencies by the scheduling

staff before any regular use of its techniques could

be successfully attempted.

3. Schools considering GASP should participate in a com-

prehensive in-service program; staff members respon-

sible for scheduling should be freed from regular

duties.

4. School schedulers utilizing GASP need consultant help

for basic instruction in computer scheduling processes

data card preparations and analysis of output. This

is particularly important in the in-service program.

5. The GASP manual in use at the time of this study was

too complex for personnel unfamiliar with data proc-

essing terminology,

6. A major obstacle in generating a GASP schedule was the

program's inability to detect errors made in data card

11



preparation.

7. The pilot schools in this project experienced diffi-

culty in time -table construction with GASP.

8. The GASP program showed its value as a simulation de-

vice with its capacity to examine the feasibility of

future changes and innovation.

IV. Discussion

A. Analysis of Cost Factors in Scheduling Two Schools with

Computer -Based Techniques.

The analysis attempted to appraise the expenditures incurred

using each scheduling program. The logs maintained by the pilot

schools indicated that cost comparisons between CLASS and GASP were

unrealistic based on their scheduling potentials. The CLASS pro-

gram is a "sectioning" technique that does not attempt to generate

a master schedule. It uses the computer to develop a conflict

matrix that aids the scheduler in the construction of his schedule.

He is still left with the responsibility for assigning teachers,

rooms and time periods. Once developed, the data are fed to an

additional computer run and applied to the students requested

courses. In this project, it used less computer time, consultant

help and clerical staff than did the GASP program.

The greater expense for GASP in this project rested partially

on the need for more consultant assistance and clerical time in

data preparation. These data included information such as the fol-

lowing:

1) lists of all teaching personnel;

2) lists of rooms, giving capacity and general purpose;

3) a list of all subjects, the number of sections, maximums

on class size, their time pattern;

4) staff available and the distribution of rooms.

This involved a greater use of both clerical and keypunch time.

During Project PASS much of this work was done by the data process-

ing staff of one of the participating schools at a substantial sav-

ings in cost to the total project. It also required a substantial

time commitment from the participating administrators, and as much

consultant time as was possible for the interpretation and analysis

of data.

Computer time was an additional cost factor for GASP. Its

process utilized the IBM 1401 to prepare the input for GASP which,

in turn, was fed to the IBM 7090 for processing and preparation.

The output included a im-...ster timetable analysis; a student schedule

12



analysis and descriptive reports; teacher, room and student sched-

uling assignments; and class lists. The experience of the pilot

schools showed a need for consultant help at every stage of the

training program. This included the preparation of data for the

7090 as well as the analysis of final runs. Consultants served to

answer questions relative to the output data. Numerous computer

runs were required to attain a degree cf satisfaction approaching

that necessary for scheduling a school. Every rerun required the

punching of new data cards with the updated or corrected informa-

tion. Thus, a portion of the cost for GASP rested in its time de-

mands on the administrative, consultant and clerical staff coupled

with the more frequent and expensive use of a larger computer.

The participants recogni2ed that a reduction of the costs in

GASP scheduling would be possible with additional experience in

data preparation. Project PASS was primarily a familiarization

program whose participants were all relatively inexperienced in the

use of the more sophisticated automated scheduling techniques.

Errors made during this experience should be reduced with additional

training and familiarization with the process.

The following figures represent cost data for the GASP and

CLASS techniques in scheduling each of the pilot schools. They re-

flect estimates only of the expenses incurred in scheduling the two

schools.

1. Administrative Personnel Cost (at suggested professional hourly

rate of $5.50)

Administrators from the Clarence Central Senior High School

estimated that eight hours of preparation were necessary before

each session for both individual study and preparation. No admin-

istrator participating in the project was paid for his time but an

estimate was felt essential to illustrate the expense in administra-

tor time for automated scheduling. The $5.50 figure represents the

median hourly rate for administrative personnel participating in

this study.



CLASS

Kenmore West - seven (8 hr.) days

Administrators required for the

manual development
of the master

schedule

Total $616.00

Clarence - estimated the same

Administrators cost

GASP
(two administrators)

June - 32 hrs. - $176.00

July - 64 hrs. - 352.00

Aug. - 38 hrs. - 209.00

Sept.- 8 hrs.

est. time for
independent

study

- 44.00

- 38.50

$819.50

(two administrators)

May - 10 hrs. - $ 55.00

June - 64 hrs. - 352.00

July -112 hrs. - 616.00

Aug. - 48 hrs. - 264.00

$2106.50Estimated Total

2. Consultant and Technical Co-ordinator Advisory Fees

The total refers to expenses incurred in GASP scheduling dur-

ing Project PASS for consultant services and travel costs. The

consultant help was provided by Hewes, Holl and Willard, Inc., the

GASP developers, who were retained during the project.

Consultant Services
Travel Costs

Total

$2100.00
1114.20

$3214.20

3. Computer Expense for Both Pilot Schools in GASP Scheduling

The following figure includes four regular runs and three sim-

ulation runs by Kenmore West and nine runs by Clarence on the 7090

computer. It should be noted that the Bell Aerosystems Computer

Center did not charge Project PASS for its 1401 time. The total

actual computer cost to the participants was for 4 hours, 17 minutes

of 7090 time or a billing of $1926.00.

Kenmore West

Clarence

1401 Computer 7090 Computer

($50.00 per hour)

7 hours,

35 minutes $375.00

9 hours,

30 minutes 475.00

Total $850.00

($450.00 per hour)

2 hours,

17 minutes $1026.00

2 hours
900.00

Total $1926.00



4. Clerical and Keypunch Expense

The staff of the data processing center of the Union Free

School District No. 1 of the Town of Tonawanda, New York (Kenmore

Public Schools) were used in the preparation of much of the data

at a substantial savings for the PASS participants. The estl_ated

expense for these services was $150.00.

5. Total Expenses for GASP Scheduling

Both the release-time salaries for the participating school

staff members and the 1401 time were not charged to the project but

represent estimates of what such costs might have been.

Consultant Fees - $3214.20

Computer Time (7090) - 1926.00

Clerical (Keypunchers) - 150.00

Release-Time Salaries - 2106.50

Computer Time (1401) - 850.00

Total $8246.70

B. Analysis of the GASP and CLASS Programs

The second objective of the analysis was to assess the two

scheduling techniques in terms of their procedures; the types of

personnel required; the amount of personnel time involved and the

relative effectiveness of the master schedules generated by each.

The CLASS and GASP Programs: A General View.

It was shown in Project PASS that the CLASS program could be

introduced to a school with a conventional schedule and program

and that relatively little technical skill was necessary on the

part of school personnel. GASP, by comparison, required a well-

trained, technically experienced staff for its implementation. It

was a more sophisticated program designed to construct the entire

master schedule. It appears to be particularly valuable to those

schools in which organizational and curriculum innovation are being

implemented. The introduction of'such programs greatly increases

the number of variables in the schedule.

As the result of the experiences in this study, it would ap-

pear that the CLASS program might be more appropriate for use by

schools with conventional schedules. Howevei, as innovations such

as modular scheduling are introduced the strengths of GASP become

evident. To use GASP for conventional scheduling would be inappro-

priate in light of its scheduling potential.
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1. Personnel Requirements in CLASS Scheduling

TABLE I.

PERSONNEL NEEDS FOR CLASS SCHEDULING

(Recommended by the Project PASS Participants)

Category

Training
and

Experience Function

Estimated Time

Required

Guidance . certification 11.

. no previous

experience
with data
processing
required

work with
students in

course se-

lection

2. assist in

translating
requests to
data proc-
essing cards

same time re-
quirements as

traditional
scheduling pro-

cedures

Other School
Personnel
Assigned to
Scheduling
(if differ-

en than

above)

. certification
knowledge of
the CLASS

scheduling
process
limited ex-
perience with

data process-

ing

build master
schedule man-
ually in trad-
itional manner

one to two
weeks--varying
with the en-
rollment of
the school

Technical
People in

Data Proc-

essing

Field

knowledge of

data process-
ing funda-

mentals
familiarity
with the
CLASS manual

interpret man-

ual and super-

vise card

preparation

time estimates
vary from one
to three days

Consulting
Personnel
Familiar with
the Program

NOT CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL FOR CLASS
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TABLE I. (Continued)
PERSONNEL NEEDS FOR CLASS SCHEDULING

/Category

Training
and

Experience Function

Ertimated Time

Required

Clerical and

Keypunching

1. district per-
sonnel with
general train-

ing

2. keypunch oper-
ator

assist in the
preparation of
input card data

and keypunch

ten to twelve

days

2. Personnel Requirements of the GASP Program

School Administrators

The staff of the pilot schools felt that GASP required the

scheduler to either have more staff assistants, or a substantial

reduction of his duties. It is also important that he have train-

ing in the operational techniques of the program. Prior to using

GASP, policy decisions relative to room utilization and personnel

assignment must be made. During the course of this project the

need for immediate decisions by the scheduler in these matters was

recognized. Therefore it is important for him to understand the

limitations of his responsibility. If such authority is not forth-

coming, he should have easy access to those personnel who can make

such decisions. In many instances, the work of the two pilot

schools was delayed because the output suggested alternatives in-

compatible with existing scheduling policy.

Training Staff Personnel for GASP Scheduling

Project PASS was a first experience for the participants in

the use of the GASP scheduling technique and certain assumptions

were made in its training procedures that proved a handicap. The

project was structured to run two days a week for the entire sum-

mer (ten weeks). The pilot school personnel were to derive their

training "by doing" with the observer-participants attending the

work sessions and gathering information about the scheduling oper-

ations. As the project progressed it became obvious that its ori-

ginal format had instructional weaknesses. The major difficulty

was that participants had regular duties that detracted from their

full involvement in the project. The observer-participants, in

particular, were not sufficiently close to the work of the two
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pilot schools to gain familiarity with each one's specific schedul-

ing problems. Learning would have been enhanced by using a pre-

pared sample run of an existing schedule developed with GASP be-

fore using the more complicated scheduling configuration of one of

the participating schools. The double effort in keypunching, in

itself a problem, might have been even more formidable had not one

of the participating systems had its own data processing center.

Provisions were made within the project for each school to

have one run per week, but the infrequent work sessions (two days

per week) resulted in the rushed preparation of data and concomi-

tant errors. Thus, mistakes caused by the pressures of time and

the instructional format left little opportunity for learning the

techniques and approaches of GASP for meeting each school's prob-

lems. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the GASP tech-

nique be utilized only after careful planning preparation has been

provided.

Participants in the PASS project had not expected that either

of the pilot schools would open with a GASP generated schedule in

September. This meant that the schedulers from the pilot schools

had to concern themselves with opening school under their regular

schedules. The result was a waning interest in GASP as the project

approached late August. The participants concluded that the train-

ing would have been more valuable if they had been freed from this

regular scheduling assignment. It was agreed that a released time

program during the school year or over the summer which offered a

continuous, comprehensive format of two or three weeks duration

for schedule development would have been a more successful in-

service experience.

Project PASS was designed to provide sufficient consultant and

clerical assistance to the pilot schools. Again the problem of

scheduling two schools simultaneously deprived each of the full

benefit of such services. It was also recognized that too much

was expected from the consultants. Neither school got the individ-

ual attention it required and, in the absence of GASP consultants,

work stalled because of a fear of moving in the wrong direction.

A shared learning experience in which only one schedule was devel-

oped would have provided for better instruction in the fundamentals.

Once having learned the fundamentals, participants could have moved

to GASP's capability for handling problems that utilize its capacity

for flexibility. Problems in the project related to the GASP proc-

ess were the result of not giving the participants sufficient op-

portunity to reinforce their basic learnings through shared appli-

cation. Despite these training difficulties, it was the consensus

of the participants that the GASP technique, once mastered, had a

tremendous potential. for solving their scheduling problems.
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Local Co-ordinators or Technicians Required for GASP Scheduling

Some educators believe that the use of the GASP program re-

quires limited data processing understanding by the school sched-

uler. The experiences gained in scheduling the pilot schools

showed that staff members may encounter difficulty without consul-

tant help in interpreting GASP's technical requirements. Technical

help deemed essential in GASP scheduling includes computer techni-

cians who have a reasonable familiarity with the school's program

and educational specialists with an understanding of automated

scheduling techniques. The participants concluded that prior to

undertaking the use of GASP, it should be determined that these

personnel are readily available.

GASP Consultants

Project PASS arranged for consultants from the GASP developers,

Hewes, Holz and Willard, Inc., to be available to serve both in an

instructional and advisory capacity. Funds were allocated for

their fees and expenses during the summer of 1965.

The participants indicated that the assistance of these con-

sultants was invaluable in resolving the problems in generating

the schedules. Each of the pilot schools presented unique prob-

lems for GASP. All of the variables in each school's master sched-

ule had to be encoded. Although the manual provided instructional

designations, these proved to be too technical for the school staffs

and local technicians. The GASP consultants were able to assist

in the encoding of the input data. Their understanding of the

mechanics of the program and the needs of each school were crucial

in the interpretation of runs and reruns. They were able to suggest

alternative actions based on the deficiencies revealed in the out-

put of a run.

The participants recommended that a sufficient budgetary allot-

ment be reserved for consultative personnel when embarking on a

school scheduling program involving GASP. It is believed that

these consultants should play a major role in basic instruction,

data preparation and in the analysis of final output. Expenditures

in these training ventures should result in long-range savings.



TABLE
PERSONNEL NEEDS FOR CLASS SCHEDULING

(Recommended by the Project PASS Participants)

Cate:or

Training
and

Ex'erience Function

Estimated Time
Re uired

Guidance As in CLASS,
plus a knowl-
edge of data
preparation

same as CLASS same time re-
quirements as
traditional
procedures

Other School
Personnel As-
signed to

Scheduling
(if different
than above)

Knowledge of
GASP Process
(reasonable

understanding
of the pro-

gram)

guild the Mas-
ter Schedule
through evalu-
ation and re-
vision of re-

peated computer
runs

three to four.

weeks

Technical
Consultants

1. Ability to
interpret

GASP tech-
nical data

2. could be a
regular staff
scheduler or
computer cen-

ter techni-

cian

1. interpret the
GASP manual

2. supervise
card prepar-
ation

three to four
weeks

GASP Consult
ants

1. working ad-
visors

2. ability to
adjust GASP
to the prob-
lems of each

school

Advise possible
solutions for
problems en-
countered in the

schedule build-

ing process

three to four
weeks (essential
in the inter-
pretation of

runs) Systems
using the pro-
gram for the
first time
should use con-

sultants during
data preparation



3. The GASP Manual

Although improvements have been made in the GASP manual,

it is believed that it should be further altered to decrease.

the amount of technical terminology. School administrators had

difficulty understanding the 1965 GASP manual and had to resort

to consultant help for interpretation. Perhaps this stems from

the fact that GASP was written by a group dealing with pro-

blems of a highly technical nature.

Due to the fact that GASP was designed initially to

schedule a university, the manual did not contain sufficient

information to deal with the complex problems of the secondary

school with the concomitant constraints upon its scheduling

freedom. For example, the manual provides few alternative so-

lutions to many scheduling problems. As a result, pilot school

personnel had to adopt a "try it and see" approach in many

of their problems.

4. Problems in Developing a GASP Master Schedule

Although GASP has the potential to generate a workable

master schedule, the pilot schools found that a multitude of

unperceived variables interfered with this process. Errors

made in the input data cannot be edited by any internal

safeguards in the program. It was quickly learned that school

personnel must be impressed with the need for careful prepar-

ation of data cards. As the result of preparation errors it

was possible for an entire run to be processed with the

erroneous information manifested in the output. Consequently,

an analysis of the output data will reveal the error and

necessitate extensive revision of scheduling material. In

certain cases attempts to remedy one situation would result

in the creation of several other problems which had not pre-

viously existed.

The major learning from GASP was the realization of the

need for accuracy in data preparation. It cannot be stressed

too emphatically that there is a need for accuracy in the

preparation of the input data in the GASP program.

5. Time-Table Construction with GASP

Personnel were forewarned by consultants that, when

scheduling with GASP, careful attention must be given to the

matter of time-table construction. If properly instructed,

the computer can choose among available time patterns, but

it does not design overall patterns for the day or week.
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Schools with innovative programs featuring a modular schedule with

tie-ins for large group-small group instruction must keep their

time-patterns from overlapping.

Some of the participants were disturbed because the program

did not actually develop a master schedule as they perceived one.

The human factor still had to build the time-table for the schedule.

Any attempt at modular scheduling required the creation of patterns

through which modular courses could be interlocked. Although the

program was designed to give the user as much flexibility as possi-

ble, the constraints existing in each school presented problems.

In most instances, these problems revolved around difficulties re-

sulting from localized needs and desires. These included the es-

tablishment of ties for large group-small group instruction; gym

and band classes that had to be scheduled during the regular school

day; ties between individual teachers and rooms; and lunch period

configurations. An unusual situation such as staggered lunch per-

iods required the schedulers to work out the appropriate time pat-

tern, then lock in that part of the time pattern, since GASP lacks

the capacity to work out the desired combination. Manual construc-

tion is necessary to solve such problems. Failure to give adequate

attention to these matters can result in schedules in which stu-

dents have unassigned time modules, study hall assignments which

place a student in a different room each day of the week and simi-

lar unrealistic assignments. School personnel using GASP should

recognize that its use will permit scheduling flexibility of a

nature sometimes incongruous with accepted scheduling practices.

In a highly innovative school, the unassigned module might provide

an opportunity for independent study, and the study hall might be

non-existent.

Unless instructed, GASP gives no special consideration to

teacher desires. For example, teachers are simply assigned to

times that have not already been used, and to open rooms. Prior

constraints in regard to both time and room assignments must be es-

tablished. Therefore, participants spent a great deal of time

building portions of the time period manually then locking it in to

GASP. These adjustments increased man-hours of work in data prepa-

ration and increased the number of runs necessary to satisfy such

localized constraints.

6. Simulation Characteristics of the GASP Program

Kenmore West Senior High School used the simulation capability

of GASP to evaluate its capacity for handling an expected increase

in enrollment. The developers of GASP suggest that full capacity

for simulation will not accrue if the school simply draws on past

scheduling experiences. GASP becomes an extremely useful tool for

those schools contemplating curriculum change or attempting to
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ascertain future space requirements to house the curriculum.

At Kenmore West it was anC.-irri;ed that five hundred addi-

tional students would have to br. u.commodated in the existing

building within five years. To determine the building's capacity

to accommodate 3ush an inccesse GASP was used to simulate an over-

lapping double session, modAlar type schedule. The simulated

schedule contained fourteen twenty-five minute modules. Some stu-

dents would arrive at school one module later and leave one module

later than the oLaers. Theoretically, this would have added one

period per day to the existing schedule. About one-quarter of the

total school population (600) would be in the late session. To

simulate the increase of five hundred students a random selection

from the existing student body was made. In other words, five hun-

dred existing student programs were used to exemplify the Increased

number of students. Approximately thirty-seven hours were required

to encode the input data for this simulation problem. After three

simulation runs, tY: schedule created provided for teacher, room

and student assign c'; in ,,asonably satisfactory manner. With

only minor adjustments it would have been possible to create a

workable simulation scFedale. Most of the errors encountered in

this akmulation problem were traced to the physical descriptions

enco!ed or, ,:he data cards for physical education and driver educa.f

tion flosses, and the limitations that had been placed on class

size in some courses. The participating schools felt that this

simulation capability presented a potentially valuable service to

school districts wishing to assess future building needs.

Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations

A. Conclusions

As expected, in analyzing the cost data accumulated during

Project PASS a greater initial expense was experienced when sched-

uling with the GASP program. This probably can be attributed to

the greater ilma commitment of staff members particularly during

the in-service phase; the need for consultant help in both instruc-

tion and data interpretation; the increased need for clerical and

keypunch personnel; and the large amount of computer time required

by the program. It is believed that the costs could be decreased

substantially once the staff had more experience with GASP'S opera-

tional processes.

General Comparison of the GASP and CLASS Scheduling Programs

The experiences of the participants revealed that the two pro-

grams could not be compared in terms of application or final ob-

jectives. CLASS is a "sectioning" technique which assigns students
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to classes after the scheduler has manually developed a school's

master schedule. It does eliminate many of the more tedious as-

pects of the scheduling process in schools which have a conven-

tional curriculum. Most conventional curricula suggest a seven or

eight period day with few, if any, innovative practices.

GASP is a more sophisticated technique which reportedly is

capable of constructing the master schedule. The project under

discussion here did not have as an objective the opening of school

with a GASP generated schedule.

Although GASP can be applied to schools with conventional pro-

grams, its real value seemingly rests with those schools planning

curricular and/or organizational innovations. Introduction of such

changes increases the number of variables in the master and com-

plicates the problems of the scheduler. If the schedule is con-

structed manually, the time commitment of personnel will be in-

creased significantly. Indeed, experience has shown that it is

nearly impossible to manually construct a schedule that contains

all the demands of a new program. GASP's flexibility and simula-

tion capacity are more of an aid to the scheduler under such cir-

cumstances, assuming, of course, that the mee!od was properly under-

stood and applied.

School Personnel Requirements for GASP Scheduling

In this project, it was shown that school personnel antici-

pating the use of GASP need a substantial amount of trainipg before

its actual use. Although participants gave a great deal of their

time to thp study of GASP it was found that duties in their home

schools interfered with the project instruction. Other factors that

appeared to reduce instructional effectiveness included the project

schedule which spread the sessions over too great a time period;

the scheduling of two schools simultaneously which reduced the in-

dividual attention that each school could be given; and a lack of

full participation by the observers due to their unfamiliarity with

the programs of the pilot schools.

Consultant Staff Required for Instruction in GASP Scheduling

Knowledge of data processing techniques required for schedul-

ing schools using CLASS were found to be inadequate for initiating

the GASP program. No commitment should be made to adopting the

GASP program unless knowledgeable technical personnel are available,

Financial provision should be made for consultants to assist the

school staff in the preparation of data and in the interpretation

of output data.
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The GASP Manual

The manual used in the GASP program is a technical document

with terminology that is difficult for the school man to under-

stand. The participants favored a revision that would be more

suited to the layman's basic understandings of data processing,

It was also felt that many of the constraints inherent in

secondary school scheduling could not be resolved with the alter-

natives presented in the manual. This is understandable in the

light of the intended purpose of the original GASP program.

Problems in the Construction of a GASP "Generated" Master Schedule

Our experiences in scheduling the pilot schools indicated

the need for impressing upon the staff the necessity of careful

preparation of input data. This phase cannot be a "hit or miss"

affair. It requires extreme care since the GASP technique lacks

the capacity to edit out errors in the input data. Many of the

errors during the Project PASS experience could be traced to the

participant's inexperience with the program, but a fair warning

to interested school districts suggests a careful consideration

of this factor from the standpoint of staff training and time

commitment for the scheduling process.

Time- Pattern Construction with GASP

GASP does not develop time patterns for the day or week, it

chooses among those time-patterns that the scheduler provides.

Prior to this training experience the particiapnts had assumed

that the ability to develop a master schedule included the con.

struction of time-patterns. However, they found that GASP does

permit schedulers much flexibility in the construction of these

time-patterns. In fact, many schools, because of local con-

straints, will be unable to take full advantage of this capability.

GASP as a Simulation Technique

A feature of the GASP program found roost valuable was its

ability to simulate future curriculum and planning. In the cape

of the pilot school in which an increase in enrollment was sim-

ulated, the schedule generated showed the existing building's

capacity to accommodate the projected increase through use of an

overlapping double start and modular schedule. Participants

believe that this aspect of GASP could be utilized by any school

moving into uncharted areas.
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B. Implications

1. Cost Factors

Analysis of the evaluation data revealed that the increase in

cost as therlsult of scheduling with GASP rather than CLASS was due

to increased time spent in data preparation, the increased amount

of computer time required, and the need for consultant help. Ini-

tially a large time demand was placed on the scheduling staff.

This was due to the training philosophy--that of reaching a final

solution by repeated attempts or iterations. Scheduling proce-

dures, such as CLASS, are less technical in their information de-

mands but do not provide the output data generated by GASP.

Schools contemplating the adoption of GASP should allow for

the increased costs and understand that the increased initial ex-

penditure should result in worthwhile feasibility studies of pro-

posed changes in the school program or, perhaps, guide the staff

in the renovation or construction of a school building. An expend-

iture for GASP would seem unwise for those schools who do not plan

such innovations or changes in their instructional program. CLASS

serves the conventional school's needs at a substantially lower

cost.

2. The CLASS Program

CLASS requires little understanding of data processing funda-

mentals. Although it is not as comprehensive a program as GASP,

it does produce a variety of outputs. These include student con-

flict charts; an up-dated master schedule print-out which includes

the percentage of seats assigned in each class; and individual

student schedules. It is important to remember that when using

the CLASS program the scheduler must still manually construct the

schedule (assigning teachers, rooms and time periods). The program

is extremely valuable in the large conventional high school with

many sections of the same course.

In Project PASS, the limitations of CLASS were evident in the

caee of the pilot school that had the more innovative program that

included team teaching; ties between large groups and small groups;

provisions for independent study and a variety of elective offer-

ings. When using CLASS, the scheduler still had to schedule these

new variables manually.

3. Trainin& of School Personnel for the Use of GASP and CLASS

Although an excellent beginning, the Project PASS approach

should be altered to take into account what was found in regard to

the training needs of school administrators. GASP, in particular,
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requires the scheduling staff to have thorough training, perhaps

best achieved in a program of two to three weeks duration without

the distraction of regular school duties. Such a program should

be structured to provide the participants with more common learn-

ing experience such as the scheduling of a model school with GASP.

Ample consultant help should be available to reinforce the learning

process during these sessions. Scheduling two schools simultane-

ously, as was the case during Project PASS, made it difficult to

study and plan for the preparation of good runs. Neither school

could receive the individual attention it oftentimes required.

4. The GASP Manual

A handicap for the staff member being introduced to GASP is

the operations manual which taxes the mind of the layman when he

must try to convert his expectations into the technical form the

program mandates. Without consultant help its meanings are just

too confusing for reference.

5. Consultant Requirements for Automated School Scheduling

Many of the pitfalls in GASP scheduling arose from the failure

to consult with technical help soon enough or with enough frequency

to fully understand each school's unique problems when related to

the program's peculiarities. A primary task of the project was to

have the participants learn to encode all the variables in the

master schedule. Without the assistance of the consultants this

would have been extremely difficult if not impossible. In addition,

the matter of interpretation of output data at the conclusion of

each run should be considered; consultant help was very necessary

at this point. Initially, we experienced errors that resulted from

clerical mistakes, lack of information, and inadequate planning by

schedulers.

The consultant was required to spend considerable time with

the school staff studying the output and preparing the corrected in-

put data. He aided the staff member in making those manual adjust-

ments that were necessary. It is probable that the need for con-

sultant help would decline as the school scheduler attains experi-

ence with GASP.

6. Master Schedule Development with GASP and CLASS

CLASS does not generate a master schedule but it still consti-

tutes a significant aid to the scheduler in "sectioning" or assign-

ment of students to classes. GASP goes much farther, once under-

stood, by constructing the entire schedule. Its difficulty lies in

the need of the staff to gain proficiency in the skills it demands,

and in accepting its assumptions about flexibility in the school
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program. The pilot schools found that many of the problems arising

from their efforts with GASP stemmed from constraints tied to lo-

calized needs or limitations. These included teacher and room

problems due to limited physical facilities; problems with irregu-

lar lunch periods; the difficulty of scheduling physical education

and band classes during the regular school day and the completion

of ties between large group and small group classes. Since the

program was designed originally for university scheduling it as-

sumed more flexibility than was found in the pilot schools. Many

of the alternatives it presented would not have been so awkward in

a higher education setting. For example, it indicated the feasi-

bility of placing all sections of a particular course into the same

modules of the day rather than spreading sections throughout the

day. The problem, of course, is related to the utilization of

teachers under, such an arrangement, since many would have to teach

outside their regular assignments to implement such a concept.

Time-table construction presented difficulties with the result

that the GASP scheduler still had to build a significant portion of

his time-table manually and then lock it into GASP. It was also

weak in terms of its ability to detect errors in the input data. An

improvement that would save much frustration would be some sort of

internal safeguard that would prevent spurious information from

ruining a total run which, in turn, increases the cost. As it

presently stands, one must adopt a "try it and see" approach run-

ning the risk of higher computer costs through repetitious error-

correcting reruns.

7. GASP as a Simulation Technique

An implication for future use would be GASP's value in answer-

ing all kinds of "what if" questions relating to innovations in a

school's instructional program. We can simulate a future condition

to determine enrollment capability, or a school's potential for

better utilization of existing facilities and the possible need of

new ones.

C. Recommendations

1. District Commitment to GASP Scheduling

School districts contemplating the use of GASP must be pre-

pared to r ',ease their scheduler from other school duties. The

initial time commitment is sufficiently heavy to justify this ex-

penditure.
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2. Cost Factors in CLASS and GASP Scheduling

Before a school embarks on the use of GASP, a budgetary allot-

ment should be made which provides for, a) the released-time train-

ing of the scheduling staff; b) sufficient clerical, keypunch and

consultant help; and c) a substantial amount of computer time.

3. The Use of the CLASS and GASP Techniques

CLASS may be used by those schools with a conventional in-

structional program. The use of GASP may be impractical for such

a school since little use of its scheduling felxibility would be

made. GASP should be reserved for schools initiating changes and

innovations in their instructional program and who need additional

help in dealing with the complexities of such a schedule.

4. Training of School Personnel for the Use of CLASS and GASP

It was the determination of the Project PASS participants that

CLASS required no special training. GASP, however, requires care-

ful preparation in a program that allows for the complete involve-

ment of the participants preferably through a released-time ar-

rangement. Preparation for GASP should be made well enough in ad-

vance to insure that appropriate staff people and technical con-

sultants will be available. Insofar as policy will permit the

staff member responsible for scheduling should be authorized to

make all decisions pertinent to room utilization and personnel

assignments. To facilitate learning the participants should begin

with an easy scheduling model then move to more complicated situa-

tions that utilize ne more sophisticated features of GASP.

5. Consultant Requirements for Automated School Scheduling

In addition to the administrative staff assigned to scheduling

and clerical and keypunch help, two types of consultative assistance

are helpful in situations in which GASP is used. These include a

person familiar with the school's program who can be assigned full

time to the scheduling process. This person would be utilized in

the preparation of input data which requires an ability to inter-

pret the GASP manual. A local data processing center with compe-

tent staff people might supply this need. It is requisite that a

consultant from the GASP developers be available, in a working

advisor capacity, to suggest possible solutions to problems en-

countered in the schedule building process. He would have to have

an understanding of the localized constraints existing in a school

that limit its capacity for flexibility. During a school's first

effort with GASP it would be essential to have this aid in the

preparation of input data as well as in the analysis of computer

runs.
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CLASS was felt to be so basic in its design as to require

limited consultant help.

6. Master Schedule Building with CLASS and GASP

One should not contemplate the use of GASP without first un-

derstanding the limitations of automated scheduling. Included

should be:

a. a recognition that the computer can do only what it is told

to do. The human mind prepares the alternatives within the

computer, makes choices, but the machine cannot make choices

that are not programmed.

b. an awareness that errors in the preparation of input data or

an unrealistic use of the program's flexibility can result in

the inclusion of spurious information in the final output with

a resultant increase in cost in computer time that most schools

can ill afford. This requires school schedulers to work with

the greatest possible clarity and explicitness.

c. a realistic understanding on the part of the scheduler of the

constraints on his scheduling freedom. These constraints

limit the use of the flexibility which is available within

the GASP program and force the scheduler to establish priori-

ties for some of his innovative desires.

d. understanding that the GASP program is not equipped to design

overall time patterns. The school scheduler will have to

create the patterns by which his modular courses will inter-

lock. He must devote much of his time and planning to this

matter of time-table construction.

The GASP program should make several alterations in its

structure for the benefit of secondary school personnel. These

would include a capacity to detect errors in the input data before

their submission to the run. This would forestall the expensive

errors that may arise when using the current process. Another

modification would be a revision of the technical manual to a form

designed explicitly for secondary school use.

VI. Summary

The goal of Project PASS (Project in Automated School Sched-

uling), sponsored by the Western New York School Study Council

during the summer of 1965, was to provide in-service education for

school personnel contemplating the use of automated approaches to

school scheduling. The two techniques utilized were CLASS and

GASP. Two pilot schools were selected for participation in the

project; these schools were scheduled with both processes. Re-

cords were maintained for each method describing the processes
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necessary to develop useable schedules. At the conclusion of the

project two sets of data were available describing estimated com-

parative costs, personnel involvement (kinds and time), data col-

lection techniques and material preparation.

This report focused upon the findings of the analyzed data

provided through the joint efforts of the members of the project

staff; the participating school personnel, including the partici-

pant-observers; and the consultants to the project. It is hoped

that partial answers to the following questions have been provided.

. What are the costs involved in scheduling by GASP and by

CLASS in each school?

. What personnel commitment (kinds and time) are required in

each school to schedule with the GASP and CLASS programs?

. What special competencies are required of personnel to col-

lect and prepare data for use in the CLASS program and for

use in the GASP program?

. What alterations in the scheduling procedure must be im-

plemented when changing from the CLASS to the GASP program?

. What is the relative efficiency of the GASP-generated mas-

ter schedule when compared to the conventional hand-devel-

oped schedule?

The desire of the participants and the staff of Project PASS

was that the answers to these questions would provide a basis for

guidelines to assist administrators in making the decisions as to

which scheduling procedure was best suited to their individual

systems.

The analysis of the data showed that CLASS and GASP could not

be compared in terms of their ultimate objectives. CLASS is a

"sectioning" technique, whereas GASP develops a master schedule.

It also provided some significant information relative to training

for the use of automated scheduling techniques, and GASP in parti-

cular. The principal conclusions of the analysis are offered as

an aid to those schools contemplating an in-service program in

automated scheduling. It also discusses some of the factors which

might be significant for those anticipating the use of such tech-

niques for the first time. It should be pointed out that Project

PASS served as a stimulation for several schools to continue their

utilization of the GASP technique. Further, certair school dis-

tricts which sent participant-observers to Project PASS have since

adopted the use of GASP in their schools.
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1. Organization of Project PASS

Project PASS was structured to meet two days a week for ten

weeks during the summer of 1965. As a result pf our experience,

certain changes in the instructional format would be implemented.

A concentrated in-service program where participants are freed

from other duties is recommended.

The project was designed to allow each pilot school one run

per week, but with only two meetings per week too little time was

available for the study and planning necessary for developing the

input data. Such a program requires the complete involvement of

scheduling personnel, each working individually with consultant

help from the initial preparation of the input data to the final

interpretation of the output data. It is suggested that sufficient

time be allowed for the participants to get the individual atten-

tion necessary to develop a workable understanding of the more

sophisticated GASP scheduling techniques.

2. The GASP Program

GASP was developed by computer experts who were attempting to

solve a technical problem in scheduling at the university level.

The operations manual developed was, as a result, quite technical

in its nature. If its content is to be understood it must be re-

written for secondary school personnel who lack background in data

processing procedures. A revision should also provide an increased

number of alternatives to the scheduler in the development of his

master schedule. The program does not deal realistically with

certain scheduling constraints found in the secondary school.

3, Preparation of Data for Automated School Scheduling

The participants in the project learned the importance of

being familiar with data processing fundamentals, and the necessity

for careful preparation of data for computer use. CLASS can be

used with just a basic knowledge of fundamentals, but GASP requires

a thorough understanding of its techniques before implementation.

An extensive use should be made of consultants to aid in both data

preparation and the analysis of output.

4. Personnel (Kinds and Time)

The CLASS program when compared to manual scheduling, requires

relatively little in the way of increased personnel. GASP, however,

in its introductory stage, requires that provision be made for more

administrative, clerical and consultant help. With experience this

need would probably diminish substantially.
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5. Emtal Influencing the Use of the CLASS and GASP Programs

It would be financially impractical for schools with conven-

tional programs to adopt GASP as their automated scheduling tech-

nique. GASP is primarily for schools contemplating innovative

instructional programs which increase the number of variables to

be considered in the development of the master schedule. The

flexibility of GASP, if properly used, permits the construction

of the master schedule at a substantial savings in staff time.

GASP also showed its versatility by allowing school schedulers to

conduct feasibility studies through the use of its simulation

capacity.

6. Cost Factors in CLASS and GASP Scheduling

The CLASS program could be used efficiently by the school ad-

ministrator with little change in his normal scheduling require-

ments. Its fiscal savings stem from the reduction in the time

demands upon the scheduler in the student assignment, or schedul-

ing phase. GASP goes far beyond "sectioning," producing a sched-

ule that takes a fuller account of student and teacher choices,

curricular innovations that complicate scheduling, and other

variables related to scheduling the individual school. The deci-

sion as to whether a school should be scheduled using either the

GASP or CLASS method should be based on rationale that consider

factors other than cost.
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